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GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA 
Water Resources Department 

Budgetary 
Notice No, 

Executive Engineer. Hoist Design & Manufacturing Division, Dapodi, Pune-12 
invites minimum possible rates of below described 

Items / activities for estimation purpose trom 
the interested and experienced firms. eu lem with rate in sealed envelope will be 
received in the office of the Executive Engineer, Hoist Design 8& Manufacturing Division, Dapodi, 

Pune-12. On or before Dtd.-11/0312024 Up400 PM. The rates received beyond above 
mentioned date can't be considered. The envelp ust mention Item & Date. The sealed envelope 
will be opened on Dtd-11/03/2024 2:30 PMM poSsible by Executive Enaineer. Hoist Design & 
Manufacturing Division, Dapodi, Pune-12.for further processes 

Description 

The taxes such as GST and other relevant taxes etc. if any may be mentioned separately. 

offer for Non DSR Items. 

Development of a web based application tor automating various gate manufacturing, gate 
erection and gate repair and maintenance activities of Mechanical Organization so as to get 

the following mentioned facilities and reports. 

Development of a web based 
application for automating various 
gate manufacturing, gate erection and 
gate repair and maintenance activities 
of Mechanical Organization so as to 
get the following mentioned facilities 
and reports. 
1) Deployment wise, Pre/Post 
Monsoon Report wise, Unplanned 
Gate Manufacturing/ Erection/ R&M 
work allocation facility from CE to 
DE level 

2) Easy and quick tracking of project 
wise status (i.e. Work allocation/Site 
Inspection/ Estimate Preparation/ 

Work Allotment/ Work Execution/ 
Quality Inspection Stage etc) 
3) Financial limit wise estimate 
sanction alerts to EE/SE/CE Ilevel 
logins will help in quick approvals of various estimates. 
4) Easy and quick reference of 
task/sub task wise calculations will help in thorough checking of the estimates. 
5) Quick intimation by way of alerts to Sub Division level user about the approval/rejection of the estimate. Sub Division level user can refer to the rejection remarks from EE/SE/CE level users for the respective estimate. 
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6) Facility to enter project wise and 
work execution stage wise remarks/ 
details, facility to upload excel files 
or other relevant documents as a 

reference to the stage wise remarks. 

7) Easy and quick generation of Sub 
Division/Division/Circle wise Gate 
Manufacturing / Erection/ R&M 
progress report. 

8) Online monitoring of each and 
every work execution stage for every 

project will help in effective, 
efficient and timely completion of all 

the projects. 
9) Online monitoring of Pre/Post 
Monsoon wise work will help in 

smooth communication between the 

Mechanical and Civil authorities. 

10) Accounting year wise and Project 
(Dam/Canal/Weir etc) wise effective 
tracking for Manufacturing/ Erection/ 
R&M activities 

NOTE:- Budgetary offer is invited only for the Estimation Purpose. It does not give any assurance 

regarding floating of tenders or otherwise. 

HDMD/TS/Budgetary offer/Non DSR/ aG4 12024 
Date:-20/02/2024. 

Executive Engineer 
Hoist Design & Manufacturing Division, 

Dapodi, Pune -411 012. 
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